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Mentoring is about more than

giving advice, it’s about

motivating and empowering

and helping the other person

understand themselves and

their aims – and how they can

get there.

It 's also about helping each

other resolve issues, whether

directly or more often through

advice and sharing

experiences.

In a mentoring

relationship, both the

mentee and the mentors

stand to experience a

myriad of benefits. 

Being a mentor serves as a way to

give back and is an important

development and learning experience.

Teaching others is the best way to

learn yourself. Mentoring can help

you to become more competent as a

leader and communicator.

Mentoriship is key for  

attracting, retaining

and engaging talent.

Most mentees are looking for

someone to help them advance their

career prospects. Through advice and

guidance, the mentor can help the

employee develop your full potential

and gain access to important

networks sooner. By having access to

a more experienced sounding board

you can learn from their experience.

WHY

MENTORING?



ALL OF THE

MENTEES... 

said that they wanted to start an alumni

network. We're in the process of setting that up!

40%
of the mentees had secured

either an entry-level role, a

paid internship or work

experience placement by the

end of the 4-month pilot

ALL OF THE

MENTORS...

said that it would be beneficial to offer

training for mentors upfront. So we're

working on a training programme and

resources for next time.

WHAT DID THEY FIND MOST BENEFICIAL?

100%
of the mentees and

mentors said that the

scheme met their

expectations
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"Things are really starting to fall into place and I mean it from

the bottom of my heart when I say I could not have gotten this

far without your help and the mentoring programme"



The Mentees...

It 's really boosted my confidence -

thank you for a brilliant programme!

It 's certainly something where you get

out what you put in, but by trying to

get out of my comfort zone I have left

each session feeling better about a

career in PA.

I would recommend it! It is so rare to

get such 1-2-1 feedback on your

application and how to sell yourself

professionally. It also wasn't

intimidating, but was very

encouraging!

100000% go for it!

Do it! It has been invaluable and very

eye opening. A great and comfortable

environment to connect with people.

The Mentors...

Definitely do it - it 's a great

way to network with future

young professionals and help

to play a small role in

starting someone's PA career!

Really rewarding, so much

progress in mentees between

sessions and they were

incredibly engaged and took

on feedback so well.

Get on it. The calibre is

excellent and the mentees are

really enthusiastic and keen

to learn.

WHAT DID

THEY SAY?

12 mentees:

11 attended a State (or 

equivalent) school

7 female

4 from an ethnic minority

4 LGBTQ+

3 from a low-income household

1 has a disability



"My only suggestions would

be for more or potentially

longer sessions.

Would be great to have a bit

more time, especially for the

networking sessions

I would possibly suggest a

social event so that the

mentees could bond slightly

better.

Create a guide for mentors

with case studies, questions

before the process begins so

that they have it handy."

WHAT DID

WE LEARN? extending the scheme from 4

months to 9 months.

doing more upfront training and

creating a suite of mentoring

resources.

building in mentee social

sessions & mentor feedback

sessions.

adding industry-led workshops

to support wider learning and

networking.

focusing more on the 1:1

relationship between mentors

and mentees.

Next time we're:

ihaveavoice.org.uk

rebecca@ihaveavoice.org.uk


